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Monitoring progress towards regional transport outcomes
Purpose
1. To update the Regional Transport Committee (RTC) on the monitoring of progress
towards regional transport outcomes.

Recommendations
That the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee:
1.

Discuss the attached report summarising progress against regional transport
outcomes.

2.

Note that a copy of the Regional Transport Scorecard is attached.

Context
2. On 1 December 2017 the RTC finalised the Regional Transport Scorecard, which
establishes appropriate measures to track the RTC’s progress towards the strategic
outcomes in the following Strategy Map agreed by the RTC:
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3. The scorecard has now been published on Environment Canterbury’s website. See
https://www.ecan.govt.nz/your-region/living-here/transport/regional-transportplanning/regional-land-transport-scorecard.
4. The full Scorecard enables members to look more closely at any areas of particular
interest for their territorial authorities. This includes a “red-amber-green” for each metric
which indicates whether metrics are trending in the desired direction, not changing
significantly, or trending in the wrong direction. There are separate “red-amber-green”
indicators to reflect short and long-term trends.

Report for meeting of 6 September
5. Attached to this paper is a one-page snapshot of the four key outcome areas, as well as
the full Regional Transport Scorecard.
6. Many of the metrics are only available for update on an annual basis, typically for a fiscal
year, although calendar year information can also be generated if this is useful. Some,
but not all data, is now available for the fiscal year 2017/18. The Scorecard has been
updated where information is available.
7. Economic metrics are generally trending positively with both Statistics NZ and
Infometrics data showing GDP growth of approximately 2%. Imports/exports through
Canterbury ports are returning to the longer-term average annual growth of
approximately 4% with significant growth in 2017 after a dip in 2015 and 2016. Rail
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usage to and from Canterbury ports and overall Canterbury rail freight has increased
over the last financial year after a long term downward trend.
8. In terms of the Environment, CO 2 emissions from fuel sold in Canterbury increased by
4% in 2017/2018 after slowing to less than 1% in 2016/2017. This means that CO 2 per
capita is increasing again after a decline in 2016/2017.
9. Annual public transport boardings increased by 1% in 2017/2018 after several years of
decline.
10. Congestion levels have improved (only monitored in Greater Christchurch) and in the
second quarter of 2018 there was approximately 9% less congestion than in the second
quarter of 2017. There is little longer-term (ie trend over the last 3 years) variation in
congestion levels.
11. Safety measures are worsening with deaths and serious injuries (DSI) in Canterbury
increasing from 361 (including 41 deaths) in 2016/2017 to 365 (including 58 deaths) in
2017/2018. This is not in line with the long-term (ten-year) downward trend in DSI of
approximately 1% per annum or DSI per kilometre travelled reducing over the last ten
years by nearly 3% per annum.
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Canterbury Regional Transport
Scorecard September 2018
SAFE, HEALTHY & CONNECTED COMMUNITIES

Wellbeing
Long term trend in wellbeing is
downwards although levelling off
in last survey; deaths and serious
injuries are worsening which is
consistent with national trends.

SHORT TERM

Item 5.1 Attachment 1

affordable, integrated,
“ An accessible,
safe, resilient and sustainable
transport system for Canterbury.
”
Economic Development

Safe, healthy
& connected
communities

Visitor Retention
and dispersal

Environmental
sustainability

LONG TERM

Resilience

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

CO2
CO2 emmission long
term trend increasing,
increases again in financial
year 2017/2018 after a
levelling off in 2016/2017.

Optimise
freight
modes

Strong economic growth,
slowing slightly in short
term, strong freight
growth across all modes,
large increase in visitor
guest nights in 2017/2018.

SHORT TERM

LONG TERM

Improve
road
safety

Improve conditions & suitability of assets

Integrate land use, transport & hazards planning

Enable evidence-based decision making

SHORT TERM

GDP/Capita

Freight
Growth

Reduce congestion & improve journey time reliability

Passenger
& active
transport

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Collaboration, alignment & advocacy

RESILIENCE

Incident
Duration
No new information available
on incidents on the road for
2017/2018 but incidents had
increased to 2016/2017

SHORT TERM

The regional scorecard collates a range of transport measures that align with the strategy
map (above) with measures relating to:
LONG TERM

▫ Safety
▫ Land use planning
▫ Public Transport and active modes
▫ Travel times and reliability
▫ Resilience

▫ Asset condition
▫ Freight quantities
▫ Tourism
▫ Gross domestic product
▫ Wellbeing

Data has been sourced from publicly available information including Stats NZ, Ministry of Transport,
NZ Transport Agency regional and local authorities.

LONG TERM
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KEY
Positive Trend

Limited Change

Negative Trend
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Regional Transport Committee Work Programme Update
Purpose
1. To update the Regional Transport Committee on work to implement the Transport
Workstream of the Canterbury Regional Economic Development Strategy (CREDS).
2. This update focuses on work on freight mode shift and resilience.

Recommendations
That the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee:
1.

Receives the update on work to implement the Transport Workstream of the
Canterbury Regional Economic Development Strategy.

2.

Notes that a separate paper has been provided on monitoring progress toward
regional transport outcomes.

Work Programme Update
Overview
3. This update focuses on two projects supporting the objectives in the Canterbury
Regional Transport Strategy Map of optimising freight modes and improving the
condition and suitability of assets:
Optimising freight mode shift
• The objective of this work is to identify the opportunity for freight mode shift and prepare
a mode shift implementation plan across the South Island. It is being led by
Environment Canterbury on behalf of the South Island Regional Transport Committee
Chairs Group. The project was awarded to a Stantec-led consortium and the final report
is due in December 2018.
• The project steering group comprises representatives from Environment Canterbury,
Environment Southland, West Coast Regional Council, Ministry of Transport, NZ
Transport Agency, and an independent logistics industry representative.
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• Stakeholder engagement has been the focus since the last update, and a stakeholder
engagement workshop was recently completed. The project team have also undertaken
approximately 25 interviews across the South Island with producers, transporters and
ports to identify issues and opportunities. Environment Canterbury has sought input
from the Transport Officers Group.
•

Next steps are to identify a number of case studies to establish a variety of short and
long-term opportunities that will be workshopped with the stakeholders. These will
include opportunities focused on:
o

Schemes that look to make better use of existing infrastructure and for which
potential demand appears to exist.

o

Schemes that look to make better use of existing infrastructure but for which
demand would have to be generated

o

Better management of existing supply chains to minimise empty running.

o

Schemes which need new patterns of operation and supply chains.

o

Schemes which need new infrastructure – sidings, hubs etc.

o

Major new flows.

o

Schemes which require changes to institutional structure.

• The scale of each opportunity with respect to tonne-km of freight removed from the road
and the impact of this (economic, social, environmental, cultural and safety) will also be
considered.
Transport resilience stocktake
• The resilience stocktake is being undertaken in partnership with NZTA. A stocktake of
agencies currently producing and collating information regarding the resilience to the
Canterbury transport networks, is underway. These include NZTA, Environment
Canterbury and local authorities, as well as organisations such as NIWA (National
Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research) and GNS (Geological and Nuclear
Sciences), and universities. GNS, NIWA and Canterbury University provide information
on a range of projects relating to transport network resilience such as Lifelines
(https://www.civildefence.govt.nz/cdem-sector/lifeline-utilities/new-zealand-lifelinescouncil/) and AF8 (http://projectaf8.co.nz/).
• The intent of the stocktake is to consolidate all of the hazard and vulnerability data
being produced and used by the organisations above to establish a “single source of
truth” that can inform local authorities as to the level of vulnerability of their transport
networks, and the subsequent prioritisation of mitigation.
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Other items to note
Objective

Update

1. Collaboration, alignment
and advocacy

The South Island Regional Transport Committee Chairs
Group last met on 28 March 2018. The Group is due to
meet or teleconference again before the end of the year.
Implementation of the Government Policy Statement on
Land Transport (GPS) 2018 is considered in a separate
paper.
Environment Canterbury is currently undertaking a subgroup review to ensure the RTC is positioned to take up the
opportunities in the GPS.

2. Enable evidence-based
decision-making

An update on monitoring and the Canterbury Regional
Transport Scorecard has been provided under the item on
progress toward regional transport outcomes.

3. Integrate land use,
transport and hazards
planning

The review of Regional Land Transport Plan is complete.

4. Improve condition and
suitability of assets

Progress on the resilience project is outlined above.

5. Passenger and active
transport

The Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee
has prepared a draft Regional Public Transport Plan, which
will be consulted on in September 2018. This is considered
in a separate paper.

6. Optimise freight modes

Progress on freight mode shift project is outlined above.

7. Improve road safety

The Regional Road Safety Working Group is focusing on
work on addressing data issues and improving speed
management, including considering the case for a Regional
Speed Management Plan.
The Road Safety Co-ordinators Group is undertaking
research on driver attitudes.
We expect to report back to the RTC at the meeting of 29
November on road safety work, including the development
of the new road safety strategy being led by the Ministry of
Transport, and work on speed management that we
understand will be supported by NZTA.

8. Reduce congestion and
improve journey time
reliability

All bids for transport activities for the National Land
Transport Programme 2018-2021 have been submitted and
we expect the Programme to be published by 1 September
2018.
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Consultation on Draft Regional Public Transport Plan 2018 – 2028
Purpose
1. To update the Regional Transport Committee (RTC) on the process involved in
preparing a new draft Canterbury Regional Public Transport Plan (draft RPTP) for
consultation, and the consultation process that will follow its release.

Recommendation
That the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee:
1. Receives the report ‘Consultation on Draft Regional Public Transport Plan
2018-2028’

Why a new plan is necessary
2. On 23 August Environment Canterbury approved the release for public consultation of a
revised draft of the RPTP. This began a process through which stakeholders and
members of the public will be able to engage with and provide feedback on, the
proposals within the draft RPTP.
3. The draft RPTP has been prepared in accordance with the Land Transport Management
Act 2003, under which Environment Canterbury is responsible for producing the
document.
4. Since the last RPTP was written, the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint
Committee has been formed. This is made up of representatives from the Christchurch
City Council, Selwyn District Council, Waimakariri District Council, NZ Transport Agency
and the Canterbury District Health Board. Environment Canterbury has delegated the
task of producing the Greater Christchurch specific elements of this RPTP to the Joint
Committee. This has allowed the Greater Christchurch partners to work collaboratively
to present a plan that combines the service delivery and infrastructure elements of public
transport provision for Christchurch in one place.
5. Given the scale of the Greater Christchurch public transport network, most of the plan
has a Greater Christchurch focus. There are, however several sections of the document
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that deal with broader regional issues. These include the contracting of services, Timaru
District urban bus provision, total mobility and community vehicle provisions.

The Plan in Summary
6. For the first time, this draft RPTP incorporates a 30-year vision for public transport in
Canterbury. This vision articulates a future incorporating enhancements and
improvements across the public transport spectrum, recognising the importance of an
integrated approach across service provision, infrastructure, land use and policy.
7. Continuing support for total mobility services and community vehicle trust style services
in more remote parts of the region are signalled in the RPTP. This will ensure that the
current programme of assistance to people with mobility difficulties continues with
targeted funding for those with identified needs.
8. To support the public transport needs of the community while providing improved service
and performance in Timaru, Environment Canterbury is currently investigating alternative
types of service delivery. These will be different from the typical fixed route and schedule
model that has operated for many decades. Environment Canterbury has recently
engaged in an expression of interest exercise to seek new and potentially better
methods of serving the public transport needs of the Timaru community. While this
process is still in the development stages, feedback from the industry has been positive
and we are continuing to work with potential suppliers on the range of innovative
solutions that may be used to improve the mobility needs of residents in urban Timaru.
9. For Greater Christchurch, the draft RPTP includes elements from the Greater
Christchurch Future Public Transport Business Case process, which has been running
concurrently with RPTP development. The vision and future elements of the draft RPTP
provide a long-term outlook, while the detail in the ten-year and more immediate threeyear periods work toward this long-term future by ensuring that development of the
network supports growth and does not limit future choices.
10. Greater Christchurch is the second fastest growing urban centre in New Zealand and will
experience significant growth over the coming 30 years. Public transport, as part of the
wider transport eco-system, has a significant role to play in supporting the city building
and regeneration activities and outcomes for Greater Christchurch by ensuring the free
and efficient movement of people. We have a unique opportunity in Greater Christchurch
to better manage the planning and investment in transport ahead of the inevitable
transport challenges that growth creates rather than retrospectively retrofitting transport
solutions afterwards. The RPTP presents the first step in this approach by articulating
short to medium term investments and service enhancements that will be necessary to
accommodate the anticipated growth in journeys in Greater Christchurch and provide a
competitive, reliable and viable alternative to the single occupancy vehicle in support of
an overarching goal of moving more people more efficiently within the transport system.
11. The top priorities set out in the draft RPTP are:
• Improving our environment: A commitment to creating a public transport system that
has minimal environmental impact by keeping emissions to a minimum.
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•

Growing patronage: Creating a system that attracts customers, with the aim that more
people choose to use public transport more often.

•

Accessibility: Ensuring that public transport is accessible and usable for all customers
and helps improve access to economic and social opportunities.

•

Innovation: Embracing innovations in technology and transport.

•

Affordability: Public transport fares need to be affordable for both customers and rate
payers.

12. The top priorities set out in the draft RPTP are
What we want to achieve through the proposals set out in the draft RPTP are:
• Grow patronage by progressively improving the attractiveness of public transport, to
achieve a threefold increase in patronage by 2048.
•

Improve journey times and the reliability of public transport services to key activity
centres, so that they are comparable to journeys by car.

•

More people can access key activity centres by public transport, so that 90 per cent of
households can access a key activity centre within 30 minutes by 2028.

13. The draft RPTP sets out a vision for what the public transport system in Greater
Christchurch will look like in 2048:
• A network of nine fixed core routes which will offer more reliable and efficient journeys
for customers by providing high frequency services and supporting priority measures.
•

Two rapid transit corridors from the North and Southwest will offer high speed services
(such as light rail, rapid busways, automated ‘trackless trains’) by providing separated
corridors and park & ride facilities.

•

Supporting these high frequency corridors will be a network of both scheduled services
(guided by a regular timetable) and flexible services (based on customer demand).
The flexible options may include demand responsive transport, bike sharing, ride
sharing, and car sharing. These services will connect people to their destination or
nearest core or rapid transit services.

•

Customer information and ticketing will offer the latest technology, enabling
interconnectivity between services and with other modes of transport.

•

The system will be equipped to support and be adaptive to new opportunities in
information technology, intelligent transport systems, zero-emission vehicles and
autonomous vehicles. Other emerging technologies, such as aerial drones, robotics
and other solutions may well play a role in this future system.

14. In urban Timaru this will involve the implementation of innovative transport solutions that
deliver improved public transport services that enable usage to increase while
maintaining appropriate cost structures that are affordable to the local community.
15. Beyond the urban areas of Christchurch and Timaru services such as total mobility and
community vehicle trusts will continue to be provided.
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Engagement Process
16. The engagement process, including consultation, submissions and subsequent hearing
of submissions, will also be split into Greater Christchurch and non-Greater Christchurch
parts. A panel to hear submissions on the Greater Christchurch elements of the plan has
been established by the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee.
Environment Canterbury has also established a separate hearing panel to consider
submissions relating to the non-Christchurch specific elements of the draft RPTP. There
will be cross-over between the respective hearings panels through Environment
Canterbury representation on both. The timeline for engagement and completion of the
RPTP is noted in the figure in Appendix One.
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Appendix One: Timeline for engagement and complemention of the Regional Public Transport Plan

Item 6.0 Attachment 1
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Implementation of the Government Policy Statement on Land
Transport 2018 in Canterbury
Purpose
1.

2.

3.

This paper briefs you on the:
•

finalised Government Policy Statement on Land Transport (GPS) 2018, issued by the
Minister of Transport on 28 June 2018.

•

the Government’s proposed approach to funding the step change it is seeking
through the GPS 2018.

•

the next steps for the Canterbury region to implement GPS 2018.

The paper also attaches two submissions made by the Regional Transport Committee
(RTC) earlier this year on:
•

the Land Transport Management (Regional Fuel Tax) Amendment Bill, and

•

the draft GPS.

The consultation period for both the Bill and draft GPS fell between the February and May
RTC meetings, so the submissions could not be presented at a formal meeting of the
RTC before they were made.

Overview
Recommendations
That the Regional Transport Committee:
1. Notes there are no substantial changes between the draft and final
Government Policy Statement on Land Transport, and that the Government’s
two core priorities remain safety and access.
2. Agrees that members councils will support Environment Canterbury to report
back to the Regional Transport Committee on 29 November 2018, on how
councils are implementing GPS 2018 through their transport programmes,
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including any projects which will be funded at the Targeted Enhanced Funding
Assistance Rate or through the Provincial Growth Fund.
3. Agrees that the Chair of the Regional Transport Committee will seek formal
clarification from the NZ Transport Agency regarding the application of
Targeted Enhanced Funding Assistance Rates, if the need arises.
4. Receives the submission on the Land Transport Management (Regional Fuel
Tax) Amendment Bill that was made to the Finance and Expenditure Committee
on 19 April 2018.
5. Receives the submission on the draft Government Policy Statement on Land
Transport 2018 that was made to Ministry of Transport on 2 May 2018.

There are no substantial changes between the draft and final GPS
6.

You have previously been briefed on the draft GPS at the RTC meeting of 24 May
2018. There are no substantial changes between the draft and final GPS and the four
priorities remain safety, access, environment and value for money (with safety and
access being the two core priorities). A short summary of the GPS is provided in
Appendix One and a summary of changes between the draft and final GPS by Local
Government New Zealand is provided in Appendix Two.

7.

Some changes have also been made to funding classes and a table comparing
changes to funding categories between the draft and final GPS for 2018/19 to 2020/21
is provided in Appendix Three. There are also new reporting measures and reporting
expectations that we will need to consider in due course.

8.

The GPS now reflects a revenue change at a level of 3.5 cents per litre per year for
three years for petrol excise duty, and a one-year equivalent increase for road
user charges pending a review of the way road user charge rates are set.

Key focus areas for Canterbury
9.

The RTC is responsible for implementing the Transport Workstream of the Canterbury
Regional Economic Development Strategy (CREDS), in conjunction with the lead Mayor
for that workstream, Mayor Winton Dalley of the Hurunui District Council.

10. The Key focus areas for Canterbury under this workstream and to support
implementation of the GPS in Canterbury are:
•

The development of a local/central government agreement on the future direction of
transport in Greater Christchurch, as signaled in the GPS

•

Identification of the opportunity for freight mode shift, including the opportunity,
barriers and levers, and development and implementation of a mode shift action plan

•

Joint Transport Resilience Stocktake undertaken with the NZ Transport Agency
(NZTA) and the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment
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•

Working with other South Island councils to support South Island visitor journeys and
destination management (complementary initiatives are being led by the Canterbury
Mayoral Forum and the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee Chairs Group,
and next steps are to fully align and integrate these two initiatives)

•

Road safety, including speed management.

11. A progress report on the RTC’s work programme has been provided separately.
12. As discussed immediately below, the Government has established a number of new
funding mechanisms which may support the progression of these workstreams as well
as supporting territorial authorities to progress local projects that reflect GPS priorities.

Funding mechanisms
13. The Government has established three funding mechanisms which are available to
support the enhancement or acceleration of improved transport outcomes in our region
beyond the projects likely to be funded through the National Land Transport Fund at
normal Funding Assistances Rates (FARs). They are:
•

•

•

Targeted Enhanced Financial Assistance Rates (Enhanced FARs)
o

When a land transport activity undertaken by a council qualifies for funding from
the National Land Transport Fund (NLTF), the FAR determines the proportion of
the approved costs of that activity that will be paid from the NLTF (with the
remainder being paid through local share).

o

The normal FAR for Canterbury Councils is between 51 and 60%. The
Enhanced FAR for Canterbury councils is between 75.5 and 80%.

o

Enhanced FARs can only be used for improvement activities with a high or very
high results alignment under NZTA’s Investment Assessment Framework, and
not for continuous programmes such as maintenance and renewals, or public
transport.

Regional Fuel Tax Schemes
o

Regional Fuel Tax (RFT) Schemes provide a funding tool for regional councils
and unitary authorities to raise revenue to fund capital transport projects that
would benefit the region, but would otherwise be delayed or not funded.

o

An RFT is not available for any region outside of Auckland until 1 January 2021.

Provincial Growth Fund.
o

Covers regional infrastructure projects that will enable regions to be well
connected from an economic and social perspective, including rail, road and
communications.
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14. Detailed information about all three mechanisms is provided in Appendix Four.

Potential uptake of funding opportunities in Canterbury by councils
15. Over time councils will need to reflect GPS priorities in annual planning processes and
through variations to the Regional Land Transport Plan (RLTP).
16. Councils are currently considering how they can take up the funding opportunities to
improve transport outcomes.
17. NZTA is due to release the National Land Transport Programme (NLTP) by 1
September 2018. NZTA is reviewing all projects in RLTPs across New Zealand to
determine which projects are eligible for the Enhanced FARs. It is not clear whether this
will be confirmed by 1 September, though we anticipate it will be confirmed by late
September if not.
18. Appendix Five contains a table outlining the projects and/or areas of investment which
are being considered by councils in terms of taking up the investment opportunities
presented by Enhanced FARs and the PGF. We understand the criteria for Enhanced
FARs may undergo some further development and some councils have advised they
are not in a position to identify eligible projects until after this has taken place and/or
after confirmation of the NLTP. For example, it is not yet clear whether Low Cost/Low
Risk improvement activities will or will not qualify for Enhanced FARs.
19. All councils are working closely with NZTA as part of this process.

Next steps for the Canterbury region
20. We consider there is a need to seek formal clarification from NZTA with regard to
scope, eligibility and criteria for access to Enhanced FARs.
21. Work in the medium term to support the RTC and councils to implement the Transport
Workstream of CREDS and the GPS will also include the following:
•

Providing guidance and support to territorial authorities to respond to the GPS over
the coming months, including the application of funding mechanisms such as
Enhanced FARs and the PGF

•

Undertaking further updates to the RLTP to align the RLTP (and long-term plans and
annual plans) to the GPS, in particular through variations

•

Providing input to the development of the second stage GPS that has been signalled
by the Government, including freight mode neutrality

•

Working with partners and central government to develop a shared view on
transport’s role in the future of Greater Christchurch (including integration with land
use planning activities) to inform the development of a local and central government
agreement as part of the second stage GPS
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•

Working with the Regional Road Safety Working Group to provide input to the
development of the National Road Safety Strategy and speed management work in
Canterbury.

22. Environment Canterbury and Christchurch City Council are also members of the NZTA
and LGNZ joint Sector Reference Group workshops which were convened to identify
how to accelerate delivery of the GPS priorities. We will continue to engage with central
government on the GPS through this and other forums. We will also continue to work
with the Canterbury Mayoral Forum, and South Island Regional Transport Committee
Chairs Group to advocate for the region and the South Island.
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Appendix One – GPS at a glance
The GPS identifies the following four strategic priorities:
a. Safety – delivering a land transport system free of death and serious injury.
b. Access - improving people’s ability to connect with people, goods, services and
opportunities. In particular:
i. using transport to shape urban form and create liveable cities, and thereby reduce the
need to travel by private motor vehicle; reduce the need to travel long distances, and
support mode shift from private single occupant vehicles to walking, cycling and public
transport;
ii. creating nationally important freight and tourism connections that are safe, efficient,
resilient, and minimise greenhouse gas emissions; and
iii. increasing the resilience of the transport system
c. Environment - shifting to lower emission forms of transport, and recognising the public
health benefits of a well-designed transport system, including through active transport.
d. Value for money - accounting for a full range of benefits and costs over whole of life
investments, and greater emphasis on robust decision making and reporting.

Figure 1: GPS 2018 Priorities

The GPS also recognises the importance of a holistic and adaptive approach. Effective
delivery of the priorities is underpinned by three themes: transitioning to a mode neutral
approach to transport planning and investment; using transport to shape urban form and
create liveable cities; and greater leverage of technology and innovation.
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Appendix Two: LGNZ summary of GPS changes
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

The access section has been amended to explicitly support public transport for areas of
social deprivation, and areas beyond urban centres.
The access section also now includes explicit reference to supporting regional priorities such
as tourism, freight and resilience.
Regarding resilience, the access section has been amended to place greater focus on
proactive risk management, to reflect the Government’s “4R” approach to resilience and
emergency management (reduction, readiness, response and recovery).
The environment objective has been changed from “A land transport system that reduces the
adverse effects on the climate, local environment and public health” to “A land transport
system that reduces greenhouse gas emissions, as well as adverse effects on the local
environment and public health”.
The environment section of the GPS has been amended to explicitly include dust in the
reference to transport-related air pollution.
The wording in the value for money section of the GPS has been amended to state that,
although it is expected that evaluations will normally occur at the project level, there is
flexibility for programme level evaluations to take place when safety and access outcomes
are being sought (noting there is a requirement for the Transport Agency to be transparent
and report when this occurs).
There has been a minor amendment to the scope of the transitional rail activity class.
More direction on the scope of the rapid transit activity class has been included in the final
GPS.
The minimum funding level for the walking and cycling activity class has been increased to
ensure increased minimum levels of expenditure.
The overall funding level (both lower and upper levels) for public transport has
been increased.
The rapid transit activity class funding range (over 10 years) is now $4 billion.
The scope of the promotion of road safety and demand management activity class has been
clarified, and the funding range has been widened to allow greater flexibility for investment in
behaviour-related measures to improve road safety (such as bike safety training), promote
mode shift and optimise the transport system (such as travel management plans and
promotion of ride-sharing).
The GPS now reflects a revenue change at a level of 3.5 cents per litre per year for three
years for petrol excise duty, and a one-year equivalent increase for road user charges
pending a review of the way road user charge rates are set.
There are new draft reporting measures and reporting expectations for GPS 2018.
The Ministerial Expectations section has been revised to include expectations for
the Transport Agency for each of the themes - integrated planning, mode neutrality
and technology.
The ‘second stage GPS’ text now includes specific reference to the Urban Growth Agenda
and work to consider the true costs of transport in investment appraisal and in pricing
mechanisms.
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Note that over a ten period the funding available for rapid transit is slightly higher than in the draft GPS, but in the draft GPS more funding was available in
years 1-5, while in the final GPS more funding is available in years 6-10 (only years 1-3 are shown below).

Appendix Three: Changes to funding categories between the April 2018 draft GPS and June 2018 final
GPS for the three years from 2018/19 to 2020/21

Item 7.0 Attachment 3
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Appendix Four: Government funding mechanisms
This appendix provides information about:
•
•
•

Targeted Enhanced Funding Assistance Rates (Enhanced FARs)
Regional Fuel Tax Schemes, and
The Provincial Growth Fund.

Targeted Enhanced Funding Assistance Rates
The policy for FARs is still in development. NZTA’s website makes it clear that enhanced
FARs are available where the funding is sought for investment in improvement activities and
the activity is classified under NZTA’s Investment Assessment Framework 1 as having a high
or very high results alignment.
Enhanced FARs are not available for investment in continuous programmes such as public
transport and maintenance and renewals programmes. They are also conditional on councils
redirecting funding that would otherwise have been spent on the project to bring forward
additional transport-related projects. Activities must also be delivered in the 2018-2021
period.
Enhanced FARS for Canterbury Councils are set out in the table below:
Council

Normal FAR

Targeted Enhanced FAR

Ashburton District Council

51%

75.5%

Christchurch City Council

51%

75.5%

Environment Canterbury

51%

75.5%

Hurunui District Council

51%

75.5%

Kaikoura District Council

51%

75.5%

Mackenzie District Council

51%

75.5%

Selwyn District Council

51%

75.5%

Timaru District Council

52%

76%

Waimakariri District Council

51%

75.5%

Waimate District Council

60%

80%

Waitaki District Council*

55%

75.5%

1

The Investment Assessment Framework is the process by which approved organisations and NZTA
assess and prioritise business cases, programmes, plans, projects and other activities to be
submitted to the NZTA Board for funding consideration. The Framework will be used by NZTA in
developing the National Land Transport Programme (NLTP) and to make investment decisions during
the 2018–21 NLTP.
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* Note that Waitaki District Council’s transport activities are included in the Otago RLTP.

Normal FARs apply to transport activities, unless an enhanced or other FAR (such as those
for Total Mobility activities) applies. NZTA is fully funded through the National Land
Transport Fund.

Regional Fuel Tax Schemes
Regional Fuel Tax (RFT) schemes provide a funding tool for regional councils and unitary
authorities to raise revenue to fund capital transport projects that would benefit the region,
but would otherwise be delayed or not funded.
Regional councils and unitary authorities (taking their Regional Transport Committee’s view
into account) can develop a proposal for an RFT scheme. Only one RFT can be in force at
any one time within a region. The maximum rate is 10 cents per litre and the maximum
duration will be 10 years, unless otherwise specified by Order in Council. An RFT can be
applied to a whole or part of a region.
The enabling legislation was passed on 26 June 2018 and an RFT began to apply to sales
of petrol and diesel in Auckland on 1 July 2018 and will continue to do so for a period of 10
years. An RFT cannot be introduced outside of Auckland prior to 1 January 2021.
In Canterbury, an RFT could potentially be used in the future to support the delivery of
projects that:
•
•
•
•

are critical for resilience and risk management, but are unaffordable on a territorial
authority basis
support freight mode shift from road to rail and/or coastal shipping
enable improved public transport infrastructure in Greater Christchurch and Timaru
support New Zealand’s post-2020 commitment to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions under the Paris Agreement.

Looking at total litres of fuel sold across Canterbury in 2016/17, with a 10-cent fuel tax we
would, hypothetically, have generated $90 million in that financial year. Fuel usage has been
increasing steadily for the last 20 years and this number could go up or down in future years,
as the amount of vehicle kilometres travelled from population growth and greater sprawl is
offset with vehicle efficiency (including electric vehicles and mode shift).

Provincial Growth Fund
The Government’s $1 billion Provincial Growth Fund aims to lift productivity in the provinces.
Its priorities are to enhance economic development opportunities, create sustainable jobs,
enable Māori to reach full potential, boost social inclusion and participation, build resilient
communities, and help meet New Zealand’s climate change targets.
Individuals, non-government organisations, iwi, companies, charities can all apply to the
Fund. The three main metropolitan areas - Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch - are not
eligible.
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Projects fall into three funding categories:
•
•
•

Regional projects and capability: Support of economic development projects,
feasibility studies and capability building identified within regions.
Sector investment: Initiatives targeted at priority and/or high value economic
opportunities.
Infrastructure: Regional infrastructure projects that will enable regions to be well
connected from an economic and social perspective, including rail, road and
communications.

The RLTP signalled that agencies are exploring the proposal to develop a cycle trail from
Picton to Christchurch and it is likely that funding from the Provincial Growth Fund will be
sought to support this initiative. Ashburton District Council also intends to apply to the Fund
to support planning and investment in the Second Ashburton Urban Bridge.
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Appendix Five: Potential uptake of Targeted Enhanced Funding Assistance Rates (Enhanced FARs) and funding from the Provincial Growth Fund (PGF)
This table outlines projects or areas of work where Enhanced FARs or PGF funding might potentially apply. Please note that all such projects are subject to further discussions with NZTA and within councils, and are
listed here to simply provide the RTC with an overview of the transport investment in Canterbury that is being considered in this context.
Existing initiatives in RLTP that may be
eligible for Enhanced FARs

Potential new initiatives or initiatives that
may be brought forward (and may need to
be included in the RLTP if so)

Ashburton District Council

Christchurch City Council

Subject to discussions with NZTA and Council.
Qualifying activities are likely to come from the
following programmes of work:
•
•
•
•
•
•

An Accessible City
Major Cycleways
Intersection Safety
Core public transport
Suburban Masterplan Streetscape
improvements
Low Cost Low Risk improvements.

Subject to discussions with NZTA and Council.
Activities are likely to come from the following
programmes of work:
•
•
•
•
•

Possible PGF projects

Potential next steps

Second Ashburton River Bridge project.

Develop application to obtain funding to
prepare a Programme Business Case and
then progress the investigation and design
of a new bridge.

None.

Report due to Christchurch City Council
Infrastructure, Transport and Environment
Committee by 31 October 2018, including
recommendations for consequential
reprioritisation of programmes.

Intersection safety and Low Cost Low
Risk safety improvements
Public transport
Major Cycleways (but NZTA have advised
opportunities may be limited in this
activity class)
An Accessible City – especially with
safety or public transport focus
Suburban Masterplan Streetscape
improvements.

Environment Canterbury

Discussions taking place with NZTA as to whether certain public transport service improvements
and Low Cost/Low Risk improvements may qualify. There may also be the potential to progress
projects of interest to all territorial authorities at a regional level, such as work on speed
management.

None.

Ongoing discussions with NZTA.

Hurunui District Council

No projects automatically eligible for enhanced
funding. Working with NZTA to develop better
business cases to reclassify projects as high or
very high results alignment, if possible. Waiting for
approval of NLTP before starting this process.

This would be subject to the approval of
existing projects qualifying so no projects have
been considered to date.

Working through the criteria for
qualification to determine whether funding
may be sought for any projects.

Ongoing discussions with NZTA regarding
whether some projects might qualify as high
or very high results alignment. However,
conversations to date indicate that projects
have a medium ranking.

Kaikoura District Council

None.

Project to undertake signage and marking
improvements to enhance traffic safety as
identified in recent NZTA Technical Audit.

Provide new cycleway linkage between
Managamanu (at the southern end of the
NCTIR SH1 cycleway improvements
between Mangamanu and Clarence) and
Kaikoura township and onto Keans Point
Seal Colony (tourism destination).

Ongoing discussions with NZTA.
Seek Council approval to proceed with the
enhanced FAR signage project at its
meeting in late September to secure local
share of funds required.

Mackenzie District Council

Lilybank road seal extension and certain items
under the Low Cost/Low Risk Programme.

Shared pathway initiatives, and Godley Peaks
Road safety improvements and alignment
correction.

Strategic Study – Mackenzie District. May
lead to other large projects down the track
(some transport associated projects).

Ongoing discussions with NZTA.
A business case is required for the Lilybank
road seal extension.

Timaru District Council

Subject to discussions with NZTA, a number of
walking and cycling initiatives, as well as safety
projects (particularly intersection upgrades) within
Timaru District Council’s Low Cost/Low Risk
projects may qualify.

Acceleration of minor safety projects and
walking\cycling initiatives.

Two laning of the upper Orari Bridge on
SH79.

Ongoing discussions with NZTA. Council
approval will be required for any new
projects.

The PGF is being worked through on a
corporate basis with a number of potential
projects in South Canterbury of which
some are roading and one is a state
highway project.
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Selwyn District Council

The $24.3 million Prebbleton Arterial CSM2
Related Upgrade Package. This project is
currently in the Detailed Business Case phase
and already has robust cost estimates.
Also considering the $4.3 million Selwyn
Coordinated Transport Upgrades.
Both projects include a wide range of safety and
walking and cycling projects that align with the
GPS.
Improvement projects in the Low Cost Low Risk
Programme which relate to safety, walking and
cycling etc.

Would consider expanding Low Cost/Low Risk
improvement programme with savings from
applying the Enhanced FAR to existing
initiatives. It would be more straightforward to
implement smaller, less complicated, safety
projects e.g. rural intersection upgrades, than
bigger more complex ones that take time to
develop and significant resources to achieve.

“Canterbury Mountains to the Sea
Cycleway” for an initial feasibility study to
begin with. Ultimately funding for whole
project from PGF if supported.

Ongoing discussions with NZTA in the first
instance, and Council approval would be
needed.
PGF funding is unlikely to be available for
business as usual activities. As such not
envisaging using PGF. PGF may be best
suited to aspirational projects at a multiparty, regional or cross-regional level e.g.
“cycle trails” that could not be funded solely
by one council without significant
assistance.

Its unlikely the council could capitalise on all
the Enhanced FAR savings with an equivalent
increase in improvement works, as the
resourcing is not in place to sufficiently to plan
and deliver this.

Waimakariri District Council

Unable to comment until further guidance is received from NZTA on what might qualify for
Enhanced FARs.

None.

None.

Waimate District Council

None.

None.

N/A.

None.
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20 April 2018
Finance and Expenditure Committee
Parliament Buildings
Wellington
fe@parliament. aovt. nz

Dear Sir or Madam

Canterbury Regional Transport Committee submission on the Land Transport
Management (Regional Fuel Tax) Amendment Bill

The Canterbury Regional Transport Committee (RTC) welcomes the opportunity to
make a submission on the Land Transport Management (Regional Fuel Tax)

Amendment Bill (the Bill). 1 We would like to speakto our submission.
The measures in this Bill are intended to provide funding for transported-related
capital projects which would benefit regions but cannot reasonably be fully funded
from existing sources within the timeframe desired. The Bill is intended to help
address the immediate transport funding challenge in Auckland, although the
Regional Fuel Tax (RFT) will be open to other regions to utilise from 2021.
We would like to express our general support for such a funding mechanism. In
Canterbury, this funding source might be used to support the delivery of projects that:
.
.

are critical for resilience and risk management, but are unaffordable on a
territorial authority basis
support freight mode shift from road to rail and/or coastal shipping

.

enable improved public transport infrastructure and services

.

support New Zealand's post-2020 commitment to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions underthe Paris Agreement.

The central points of this submission are that:
.
.
.

the Bill should enable an RFT to be applied effectively in a large and diverse
region such as Canterbury
an RFT should only be proposed in relation to projects that are included in
Regional Land Transport Plans
the RFT should not create undue legal risk or impose a significant
administrative burden on councils and associated costs to ratepayers - it
should also be possible for regional councils to recover administrative costs
through the RFT

Information about the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee is provided in the appendix.
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Key submission points
1. The Bill must support capital projects carried out by city and district
councils within regions
The majority of transport infrastructure projects in a region are undertaken by
district and city councils, rather than the regional council. Regional councils
generally have limited regulatory responsibilities for capital projects, unlike unitary
authorities which have extensive responsibilities. We recommend that the Bill
enable an RFT to be applied to projects that are carried out by city and district
councils, and NZTA.

2. For a region as large and diverse as Canterbury, the Bill needs to enable
the RFT to be applied to projects which deliver benefits at a sub-regional
level
The Canterbury region has a population of around 600, 000 and is the largest
region in the South Island, largest by geographical area in New Zealand, and has
the second largest city in NewZealand. There are 10 diverse territorial
authorities, with some smaller councils servicing a population of four to five
thousand people, and the largest council a population of around 380, 000.
Ultimately, over three quarters of Canterbury's population lives in the Greater
Christchurch area, and almost two thirds in Christchurch City.
As a result, in considering an RFT, the regional council (having regard to the
views of the RTC) might identify a programme of diverse projects for funding via
this mechanism. This might include projects which have region-widevalue (e. g.
infrastructure which mitigates natural hazard risk to the transport system) and
those which primarily offer value at a sub-regional level, but are also critical and
cannot reasonably be funded from other sources (e. g. investment in public
transport infrastructure in Greater Christchurch or Timaru).
It is important that the Bill enables an RFT to be applied to such a range of
projects. This issue has been raised in the Christchurch City Council submission
and we would like to express our support for their concerns, while also noting the
importance of a coordinated regional approach to the design of an RFT.
Hence the regional council (having regard to the views of the RTC) may require
the flexibility to apply a differential rate of tax across the region, or for the tax only
to be applied in a particular district or sub-region, or for the definition of "regional
benefit" to be broad enough to include critical sub-regional projects.
It should be noted that the Waitaki District in Canterbury is included in the Otago
Regional Land Transport Plan, rather than the Canterbury Regional Land
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Transport Plan, due to a closer alignmentwith southern councils for
transportation purposes. A consistent approach should be taken to an RFT.
3. Guidance is needed on how to assess whether a project has regional
benefits, to avoid undue risk of legal challenge
To prepare a proposal for an RFT scheme, regional councils must consider that
the project has "regional benefits". As outlined above, we are concerned that this
could be difficult to establish in a diverse region such as Canterbury.
We consider regional councils should be able apply a fuel tax at a sub-region,
district or city level (which would mean the benefit should also be demonstrated
at that level). However, we also considerthere is a need to provide more

guidance on what is meant by "regional benefit", given the risk ofjudicial review
For example, would consistency with transport priorities outlined in Regional
Land Transport Plans be sufficient to establish a "regional benefit"?
4. The process for initiating and developing an RFT needs to be clear to
reduce the possibility of legal challenge
An RFT could be controversial, and the statutory process for initiating and
developing a proposal needs to be clear, to avoid increasing the risk of judicial
review.

We do not considerthe process in the Bill is clear. In particular, it is not clear
whether a person or organisation needs to have a particular status to raise a
project for inclusion in an RFT, and whether the regional council will need to
consider all requests, for example, from a member of the public, community
group or the private sector.
We consider that only approved organisations under the Land Transport

ManagementAct 2003 should be ableto propose projects for inclusion in an RFT
scheme. We also consider that all projects being considered would need to be
included in an RLTP, as this would ensure that projects had been scoped in
accordance with NZTA's Business Case requirements, and would reduce the risk
that regional councils and RTCs would be asked to consider RFT funding of
projects which had not been scoped in this way.
This would also support the important role of RTCs in enabling collaborative
decision making on transport planning and investment prioritisation, and the
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introduction of any such tax in the region, including considering which projects or
outcomes the tax should contribute to and why.
5. A simple process is needed for administering an RFT scheme
The Bill requires regional councils for those regions in which an RFT is in place,
to establish and operate an RFT account.
Just under one billion litres of petrol and diesel is sold within Canterbury annually.
A regional fuel tax of 10 cents per litre, assuming a price rise has no impact on
demand, indicates an annual fund of up to approximately $100 million for use on
regional projects. This would be a significant source of funding for the region.
In the Canterbury region, an RFT would generally support projects undertaken by
city or district councils, or NZTA, rather than the regional council. There is a need
to avoid the imposition of a significant administrative burden on regional councils.
The Bill should enable, if it does not already, regional councils to pay to approved
organisations, the capex that the Regional Transport Committee has agreed to
include in the Regional Land Transport Plan for the capital project.
Alternatively, there may be value in regional councils being focused on the
development of the RFT, while the implementation involves funds being
transferred directly between NZTA and the different councils undertaking projects
within the RFT scheme. We note that this is the approach taken to administering
the National Land Transport Fund (NZTA transfers funding directly to councils).
6. Development of regional fuel tax proposal and administration of regional
fuel tax account should be funded through the regional fuel tax
We are concerned about the costs that the development and implementation of a
regional fuel tax proposal could impose on regional councils. For example,
extensive technical and legal input would likely be required to develop a proposal.
We consider overheads should be funded through the tax, and not through rates.
We note that the Bill provides for NZTAto charge their administrative costs
against the tax revenue. Regional councils should be able to do the same.

7

Transport services
We consider the Bill should also enable the inclusion of funding for transport
services (i. e. public transport services) and the Travel Demand Management /
behaviour change projects necessary to meet the outcomes envisaged from the
infrastructure investment. In respect to public transport services, this would assist
councils to meet upfront costs when new services are introduced and farebox
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recovery rates could take several years to reach target levels. This is particularly
important when considering mass transit investments.
We considerthis approach is necessary to support the focus on public transport
in the draft Government Policy Statement on Land Transport released on 3 April

2018.
8. Other
We note that clause 65D of the Bill refers to "regional land transport committees .
The term under the Land Transport Management Act 2003 is "regional transport
committee".

We also note that the increased uptake of electric vehicles will lead to reduced
income from fuel taxes in the longer-term.

We thank you for taking the time to consider the points raised in our submission.
Yours sincerely

CV^Lj^ v^cAs^,
Steve Lowndes

Chair, Canterbury Regional Transport Committee
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Appendix: Information about the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee
The Canterbury RTC is a statutory body constituted under the Land Transport
Management Act 2003. The Act requires Environment Canterbury to appoint a
councillor from each territorial authority, as well as a representative from the New
Zealand Transport Agency. Two councillors must also be appointed from
Environment Canterbury as the Chair and Deputy Chair.
The map below shows the councils which are within the Canterbury region (however,
note that the Waitaki District Council's transport activities are included in the Otago
Regional Land Transport Plan, not the Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan).

Under section 106 of the Land Transport Management Act 2003, the functions of the
Canterbury RTC are:
• to prepare for approval by the Regional Council a Regional Land Transport Plan
or any variation to the Plan
• to provide the Regional Council with any advice and assistance it may request in
relation to its transport responsibilities
• to adopt a policy that determines significance in respect of variations to the
Regional Land Transport Plan and activities included in the Regional Land
Transport Plan.

6
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In addition, the Canterbury RTC will also:
. develop, advocatefor, and implement the Transport Workstream ofthe
Canterbury Regional Economic Development Strategy (CREDS), in conjunction
with the lead Mayor for this Workstream

.

engagedirectly with Ministers and central government to influence national
policy.

CREDS represents Canterbury's commitment to maximising the region's economic
growth, by ensuring the region makes co-ordinated, optimal investment and
development decisions that position it for long-term, sustainable growth. Transport is
one of seven core workstreams in CREDS. The objective of this workstream is

integrated transport planning across modes (air, rail, shipping and road transport)
that:

.

enables the efficient movement of people and freight into, out of and within the
Canterbury region

.

improves social connectedness and wellbeing, supports regional visitor strategies
and improves road safety.
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2 May 2018
GPS Policy Team
Ministry of Transport

PO Box 3175
Wellington 6140
GPS2018@transDort. aovt. nz

Dear Sir or Madam

Canterbury Regional Transport Committee submission on the draft Government
Policy Statement on Land Transport 2018

1. The Canterbury Regional Transport Committee (RTC) welcomes the opportunity to make
a submission on the draft Government Policy Statement (GPS) on Land Transport 2018,

released on 3 April 2018.1
2. We welcome and strongly support the step change signalled in the draft GPS,
particularly:
.

consideration of the holistic benefits that a well-designed transport system offers for
our communities, economy and the environment

.

the key strategic priorities of safety and access, to be addressedwith full regard to
the supporting strategic priorities of environment and value for money

.

effective delivery of these priorities through the themes of transitioning to a mode
neutral approach to transport planning and investment; using transport to shape
urban form and create liveable cities; and greater leverage of technology and
innovation.

3. Canterbury's transport strategy as articulated in the draft Regional Land Transport Plan
(RLTP) is well aligned with the new direction outlined in the draft GPS. However, there
will be some challenges in flowing the new strategic direction through to the regional
programme of transport activities in a timely manner.
4. The core recommendation of the RTC's submission is that central government engages
with local government to identify mechanisms to enable Canterbury to respond rapidly to
the step change signalled in the draft GPS, including developing an agreement on
transport's role in the future development of Greater Christchurch.
5. A number of other recommendations are also made in relation to the key components of
the draft GPS, as set out below.

Working in partnership to explore mechanisms to support rapid implementation of the
GPS in the Canterbury region
6. The alignment between the draft GPS and draft Canterbury RLTP creates significant
opportunities for the region, including:

1 Seethe appendixfor information about the Canterbury RegionalTransport Committee.
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freight mode optimisation to support the significant freight growth projected for
Canterbury, while reducing the social and environmental impact of freight;
.

using transport to help shape urbanform, particularly in greater Christchurch;

.

creating innovative, fit-for-the-future public transport solutions for Greater
Christchurch;

.

increasing community and economic resilience through appropriate transport

infrastructure and planned alternatives for high risk routes and supply chains;

7

.

improving road safety, particularly on our rural roads; and

.

accelerating the transition to a low emissions transport system.

Due to the nature and extent of the changes signalled in the draft GPS, many of the
implementation details are still to be worked through. This, coupled with the incongruent
timing of the GPS, RLTP, and Long Term Plan processes, implies a lag of at least a year
for alignment between the investment priorities in the GPS and the funding requested
through RLTPsand allocated in councils' annual plans.

8. Some councils may be in a position to use their reserves to effect change more quickly;
however, many Canterbury councils are not in this position, having used their reserves
over recent years to maintain levels of service following the disruption posed by the
earthquakes.

9. The RTC recommends that Government work with us to identify funding mechanisms
which will enable Canterbury to overcome these constraints and respond rapidly to the
draft GPS, including 'quick win' initiatives which demonstrate the potential offered by this
new direction for transport policy in New Zealand.

10. The draft GPS signals that the second stage GPSwill involve developing local and
central government agreements on transport's role in the future development of metro
areas such as Christchurch.

11. The RTC strongly supports the proposed development of a local and central
government agreement on transport's role in the future development of Greater

Christchurch. Investment to improve public transport services and lift patronage in the
short term, coupled with development of rapid transit solutions, will help to shape urban
form and avoid the need to retrofit public transport into a car-centric city as congestion
reaches unacceptable levels due to projected population growth.
Feedback on key components of the draft GPS

12. We strongly support the overarching direction ofthe draft GPS, including the four
investment priorities and the three themes.

13. Outlined below are our key points on:
.

investment priorities

.

themes

.

activity classes and funding allocations

.

investing in outcomes.
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Investment priorities

14. Safety:
.

We recommend the Government engages with local government on efficient,
collaborative approaches to implementing NZTA's speed management guidelines.

.

We recommend that road safety promotion campaign collateral is developed

nationally in collaboration with local government, as a more cost-effective approach
than individual councils designing campaigns in isolation.
.

To achieve improved safety at rail level crossings, we recommend clarifying
responsibility for level crossing improvements.

15. Access:

.

The draft GPS proposes enabling lead investment to access serviced land for

development in highgrowth areas. We recommend that the GPS 2018 also enables
lead investment to improve public transport services, as a way of improving access,
driving demand, and hence enabling greater cost recovery over time.
.

There is an acknowledged trade-off between travel time and access for public

transport services; a focus on travel time results in direct services being provided on
a smaller number of routes, whereas a focus on access results in more extensive

geographical coverage with greatertravel times. The general shift in priority from
travel time to access therefore has major implications for the design of public
transport services in Canterbury:
o

We recommend that Government work with local government to increase

access to public transport for urban and rural communities, and also to those
persons with an impairment who experience particular mobility challenges.
o

We also recommend that the objectives of amenity and increased mode share
are not compromised by an exclusive focus on coverage as opposed to
balancing coverage with other factors such as frequency, reliability, and travel
duration.

.

We recommend travel time reliability be explicitly included in the GPS 2018 as an
element of access. Travel time reliability is a very different concept from actual travel
time and is a vital aspect of people's ability to access goods and services, and
opportunities. When travel time reliability is low on a particular route, this creates
uncertainty about the time it takes to move between points on that route. It is difficult
for people to manage significant and unpredictable delays, and those delays can
have adverse social and economic impacts on individuals and businesses. In
particular, freight transport relies on meeting time schedules and missing transit
deadlines can increase costs. Travel time reliability is a key component of increasing
the attractiveness of public transport.

.

We recommend that Greater Christchurch be recognised under Section 2. 3.1
'Results: Metropolitan and high growth urban areas are better connected and
accessible'. Christchurch is the second largest city in New Zealand and the Greater
Christchurch sub-region is facing significant population growth with a projected
increase of 33% over the next 30 years.
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.

We recommend clarifying whatthe rapid transit activity class covers, including
whether it covers rail.

.

We recommend that the GPS clearly supports and enables investment in risk
mitigation, especially for natural hazard risk and climate change adaption. For
example, the North Canterbury earthquake highlighted the importance of investment

in alternative routes, to maintain accessfor communities and freight. However, it is
not reasonable or realistic to expect small territorial authorities to cover the cost of
maintaining a regional or local road to a standard suitable to act as an alternative
route to a state highway.
16. Environment:

.

The increased focus on reducing the environmental impact of transport is strongly

supported, noting the opportunity the draft GPS creates for investment to mitigate
New Zealand's greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
.

We recommend that the Government (through the Climate Change Commission

and development of the second stage GPS) engagewith RTCs and industry on
mechanisms to achieve a rapid reduction in GHG emissions from transport.
Examples could include enabling freight shift from road to rail and shipping; the roll
out of electric vehicle charging infrastructure; and national and regional transport
pricing mechanisms which account for externalities. We also recommend that the
Government engage with local government to explore the potential for nationwide

bulk purchase of electric buses to deliver a step change in publictransport,
environmental and service level outcomes, while obtaining the best value for money
.

We recommend that the national funding model recognise that electric vehicles will

have an impact on revenue from Road User Charges and Fuel Excise Duty.
17. Value for Money:
.

We recommend that the GPS 2018 is clarified so that the value for money outcome
clearly includes non-economic benefits, such as improved wellbeing and
environmental outcomes.

.

We recommend that the 50% farebox recovery measure for public transport
services be reviewed. This measure creates difficulties for bus services in Greater

Christchurch and Timaru, where we do not have adequate demand density from the
working population as a consequence of the earthquakes or geographically
constrained transport routes. Farebox recovery does not recognise, and can
counter, improvements in access to public transport, and the numerous other social
and economic benefits of public transport services.
.

We recommend that the Government lead the development of a nationwide data,
modelling and analytics toolset, for use by central and local government to support
transport planning, development and review of investment priorities and business

cases, project benefits realisation, and outcomes reporting. A centralised approach
will be cost effective and provide greaterconsistency, including in the consideration
of holistic benefits and externalities in transport planning and investment.
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Themes:

18. Mode neutrality:

.

To implement the principle of mode neutrality, we recommend that road, rail and
coastal shipping are brought into a decision-making framework that enables
integrated land use and multi-modal transport planning and investment.

.

South Island RTCs are collaborating on work to optimise freight modes, and we
recommend that Government engage with South Island RTC Chairs Group on
opportunities to align this work with related initiatives. The re-establishment of the

South Island FreightGovernance Group may provide a useful mechanismto bring
together key public and private sector stakeholders from across the South Island.

.

Similarly, we recommend that any proposed passengerrail solutions are
considered in the context of the wider transport nehwork and urban environment.

9. Technology & innovation
.

Transport systems are expected to fundamentally change over the coming years,
driven by new technologies, markets, and societal expectations and norms. A future-

focussed and adaptive approachto transport planning, investment and delivery will
be critical to leverage new developments and avoid poor investment decisions.
.

We recommend the Government ensure that the GPS 201 8 supports funding of

innovative approaches and pilot projects. The ability to pilot newtechnology and
approaches is critical to both test the effectiveness of interventions, andto support
community buy-in and encourage behaviour change. A significant constraint on
innovation to date has been the inability to gain adequate grant funding and support
for research and development and trial activities. Providing mechanisms that enable
faster and easier access to financial and technical support for innovation initiatives

will aid the accelerated delivery of modern, state of the art solutions fortransport.
20. Integrating land use and transport planning and delivery
.

We strongly support the intention to improve the integration of land use and
transport planning, in particular the premise that transport services should be an

early service provision to shape new land use development and enable community
access and use of public and active transport modes as soon as possible within a

development cycle. This approach requires a "Loss Lead Investment" approach.
Historical transport investment policy has been largely driven by financial measures,
farebox recovery and service efficiency, and investment from a public transport
perspective has had to take a "lag investment" or demand-based approach.
.

We recommend the Government continue to explore opportunities to enable

greater integration of land use and transport planning. There are strong links
between the draft GPS and the National Policy Statement on Urban Development
Capacity (acknowledged in the draft GPS); greater alignment of the processes and
timelines for NPS-UDC implementation and transport planning cycles may be

helpful.
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Activity classes and funding allocations
21. We strongly support the signalled increase in investment for public and active
transport, travel demand management, local and regional roads, and the new activity
class and funding for rapid transit.
22. The current funding model for infrastructure and services relies on a large local share
component. If councils are required to match fund at current FARs then it may be difficult
to effectively implement the draft GPS. We particularly recommend an enhanced FAR
for public transport, which will be critical to support the priority of increasing access to
services.

23. We recommend that the activity class "road safety promotion and demand
management" be titled "demand management and road safety promotion" to make it
clear that demand management is not limited to safety initiatives.
24 We note the percentage increases quoted in the "Government Policy Statement on land
transport (GPS) 2018 Questions and Answers" are different than the percentage
increases calculated directly from the table of activity classes and proposed funding
ranges.

Investing in Outcomes
25. We considerthere is a need to recognise and address the following matters, in order to
achieve the desired outcomes:

.

Government leadership and resourcing will be imperative to implement the
ambitious programme of work presented in the draft GPS as follows. We
recommend that government leadership and resourcing is provided in areas where
there is a strong national dimension, where nationwide consistency is required, or
where solutions are likely to require government action. For example:
o

We recommend that the Government invest in centralised data, analytics and
information systems, designed for use by central and local government to more
effectively target investment and monitor effectiveness. For the step change in
road safety to be achievable, high quality and consistent information is needed
to ensure issues are appropriately identified and prioritised, and interventions
effectively targeted.

o

Visitor journeys are another area that would benefit from central government
leadership. To address the needs of tourists and help disperse the benefits of
tourism across and within regions, we recommend the Government lead the
alignment of planning and investment from the tourism and transport sectors.

.

We support the increased emphasis in the draft GPS on monitoring, evaluation and
reporting, and the role of central government in developing and overseeing these
measures. We recommend reported measures be drillable to regional and territorial
authority level, and councils be given access to the data sets, methods and tools to
enable us to further analyse, interpret and report on these, and hence both support
investment cases and ensure we also deliver on regional and local outcomes.

.

We recommend the Government investigate transitioning to a model in which
investment cases are based on the delivery of specific outcomes and objectives,
agnostic of mode or activity
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.

We recommend the timing of the GPS be better aligned with other significant
planning and funding documents, in particular long term plans and RLTPs, to
support timely alignment and implementation of the GPS. This would also reduce
the number and cost of managingvariations and associated additional consultation.
In particular, we recommend that the second stage GPS be timed to inform
councils' annual planning processes.

26. We hope you find the matters raised in this submission useful for the development of the
final GPS 2018.
27. We commend the Government on the new direction that has been signalled in the draft

GPS. We look forwardto working alongsidecentral governmentto accelerate the
implementation of the final GPS 2018 and so deliver the envisaged step change in
transport outcomes for our communities.

Yours sincerely

-i^n^^x^
Steve Lowndes,

Chair, Canterbury Regional Transport Committee
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Appendix 1: Information about the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee
The Canterbury RTC is a statutory body constituted under the Land Transport Management
Act 2003. The Act requires Environment Canterbury to appoint a councillorfrom each
territorial authority, as well as a representative from the NewZealandTransport:Agency.
Two councillors must also be appointed from Environment Canterbury as the Chair and
Deputy Chair.

The map belowshowsthe councils which are withinthe Canterbury region (however, note
that the Waitaki District Council's transport activities are included in the Otago Regional
Land Transport Plan, not the Canterbury Regional LandTransport Plan).

Under section 106 of the Land Transport Management Act 2003, the functions of the
Canterbury RTC are:

.

to prepare for approval by the Regional Council a Regional LandTransport Plan or any
variation to the Plan

.

to provide the Regional Council with any advice and assistance it may request in relation
to its transport responsibilities

.

to adopt a policy that determines significancein respect of variationsto the Regional
Land Transport Plan and activities included in the Regional LandTransport Plan.
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In addition, the Canterbury RTC will also:
. develop, advocate for, and implement the Transport Workstream of the Canterbury
Regional Economic Development Strategy (CREDS), in conjunction with the lead
Canterbury Mayor for this Workstream
. engage directly with Ministers and the Government to influence national policy.
CREDS represents Canterbury's commitment to maximising the region's economic growth,
by ensuring the region makes co-ordinated, optimal investment and development decisions
that position it for long-term, sustainable growth. Transport is one of seven core workstreams
in CREDS. The objective of this workstream is integrated transport planning across modes
(air, rail, shipping and road transport) that:
. enables the efficient movement of people and freight into, out of and within the
Canterbury region
. improves social connectedness and wellbeing, supports regional visitor strategies and
improves road safety
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Canterbury Regional Transport Committee
Agenda item

8.0

Date

6 September 2018

Author

Steve Higgs,
NZTA

Endorsed by

Jim Harland,
NZTA

NZ Transport Agency Update
Purpose
1.

To provide an update on NZ Transport Agency activity.

That the Regional Transport Committee:
1.

Receives the NZ Transport Agency Update.

Update on the National Land Transport Programme
2.

The NZ Transport Agency Board made its decision on the National Land Transport
Programme (NLTP) at its 20 August Meeting. This will be launched by the Minister and the
Board in late August and details of the decision will be provided at the RTC meeting.

Targeted Enhanced Funding Assistance Rates (Enhanced FARs)
3.

In June 2018, the Transport Agency Board agreed that Enhanced FARs shall apply in the
2018-21 NLTP for Approved Organisations’ activities which help give effect to the GPS
priorities. The intention is to incentivise local projects through reducing ‘local share’
requirements.

4.

The projects must fit within the 5 key priority areas (see below) and be assessed as either a
high or very high priority when assessed against the Investment Assessment Framework. If
a project does not meet these criteria then the project will be delivered at the normal FAR.
The NZ Transport Agency is currently undertaking this assessment for projects currently in
Regional Land Transport Plans to consider their eligibility.

5.

The Agency is looking for activities that fit within the following 5 key priority areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Safety
Resilience
Cycling,
Public Transport
Regional Improvements.
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6.

The Transport Officers Group is looking for opportunities so they can be taken if there are
gaps in the 5 priority areas. Councils are not obliged to accept the new FAR if approval
conditions cannot be met, i.e. where there is no new eligible project (to ensure the total local
share is retained in the programme), or to raise local share to progress the project. We
encourage an open dialogue where the opportunities are unclear.

Provincial Growth Fund
7.

The Provincial Growth Fund (PGF) is a $3 billion package of investment in the regions over
three years.

8.

The focus of the PGF is to enhance economic development opportunities, create sustainable
jobs, enable Māori to reach full potential, boost social inclusion and participation, build
resilient communities, and help meet climate change targets.

9.

While administered by MBIE, the Transport Agency is frequently asked to comment on
transport related aspects to applications. The Transport Agency will be responsible for
assessing and providing advice to decision makers on the land transport outcomes of any
PGF applications.

10.

An important consideration is that projects not approved for National Land Transport
Programme (NLTP) funding may be eligible for the PGF, but still need to be included in a
Regional Land Transport Plan (RLT)P. However, assessment of any such project will be
against the PGF criteria and there are no guarantees it will be approved for funding. Any
transport related applications for PGF funding will be assessed after the 2018-21 NLTP has
been adopted.

NZTA Business Case Activity
11.

NZTA with its partners have commenced two significant investigations in the last month.
They include:
•

Investigations into Brougham Street, partnering with the City Council and Environment
Canterbury. A steering group has been established and the Detailed Business Case
phase is scheduled to run to mid-2019. This investigation will consider options for
improving the traffic conflict between the east – west movements along Brougham
Street and the north – south movements between Christchurch’s southern suburbs and
the CBD. The investigation will be focused on looking at optimising road space,
encouraging multi modal travel and improving the hierarchy functionality where
possible, i.e. splitting out cycling, PT and vehicle routes.

•

The design and operation of an HOV lane across the Waimakariri Bridge as part of the
Christchurch Northern Arterial. The contractors will commence the preparation for
adding the concrete decks on the third lane decks later this year and the investigation
into the High Occupancy Vehicle (HoV) operation will run in parallel with this work. The
southern lane will not be operational until the HoV work is completed and well before
the expected opening date in 2020.
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2

Long Term View
12.

NZTA undertook work over the last three years to develop a 30-year national view of New
Zealand’s national transport system.

13.

NZTA and the Ministry of Transport want to develop this work further and are currently
scoping version 2 of the Long-Term View. The intention is to develop the view together with
local government along with the rest of the transport sector, other governance agencies and
more. This work will commence soon.

14.

Looking out thirty years, the Long-Term View will provide insights into the future influences,
challenges and opportunities for New Zealand and consider how the transport system can be
positioned over the next ten years to be part of enabling communities to respond to these
challenges and opportunities.

15.

The Long-Term View will reflect agreed and aligned direction about where, when and what
type of action is needed across the transport system. As such it will inform local
government’s RLTPs, growth management plans and so on. It will provide direction to
NZTA’s decision making and central government’s future regulation, planning and
investment.

16.

Version 2 of the Long-Term View is therefore a step change from Version 1 of the Long Term
Strategic View that some of you contributed to last year (and components of which are
available on the NZTA website). NZTA is committed to developing a shared view and
encourages councils to be part of developing this view so we can all make more integrated
transport-related decisions that position us well for the future. For more information or to
become involved, please contact Katie Mayes, Manager of the Long-Term View on
katie.mayes@nzta.govt.nz.

Other Updates
Rail Safety Week
17.

Rail Safety Week ran from 13 to 19 August. This campaign is aimed at two key audiences young pedestrians in urban/ metropolitan areas, and motorists in rural areas. There were a
number of activation events were run around the country, as well as radio and social media
campaigns. Educational resources and marketing materials were also produced.

18.

More information about Rail Safety Week can be found here
http://www.tracksafe.co.nz/media/rail-safety-week and http://ow.ly/yHKl30lnfej.

Consultation on Traffic Devices Manual
19.

We are now consulting on the Traffic Control Devices Manual Part 5 – Traffic Control
Devices for General Use – Between Intersections. The consultation draft has been
developed by a group of transport sector representatives and we are asking for feedback
from anybody interested in traffic control management.

20.

Feedback to tcdpart5@nzta.govt.nz by 5pm, Friday 14 September 2018.
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Canterbury Regional Transport Committee
Agenda item

9.0

Date

6 September 2018

Author

Lorraine Johns,
Acting Programme Manager, Environment Canterbury

Regional Road Safety Working Group Report
Purpose
1.

To inform the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee (RTC) about the work of the
Regional Road Safety Working Group (RRSWG).

Role of Regional Road Safety Working Group
2.

The role of RRSWG is to advise the RTC on technical road safety matters, including
identifying matters that require further investigation by the RTC and, in some
situations, identifying matters that can be addressed by the RTC at the national level.

Recommendations
That the Regional Transport Committee:
1.

Receives the Regional Road Safety Working Group Report.

Key Points
3.

RRSWG met on 9 August 2018, with the draft notes from this meeting appended to
this report. Items discussed at the meeting of concern and interest to the RTC include:
•

Discuss on access to and analysis of road safety data in Canterbury.

•

The case for a Regional Speed Management Plan and accelerating
implementation of the Speed Management Guide in Canterbury.

•

Progress on research on attitudes to road safety.
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Regional Road Safety Working Group – draft notes
Date:

Thursday 9 August 2018

Time:

10.00am – 12:00 noon

Venue:

Selwyn District Council, 2 Norman Kirk Drive, Rolleston

Attendees:

Mayor David Ayers (Chair); David Edge (HDC); Thomas McNaughton
(CCC); Andrew Dixon (TDC), Andrew Mazey (SDC), Daniel Naude (TDC);
Jeremy Lambert (ADC); Kathy Graham (WDC); Joanne McBride (WDC);
David Scarlett (NZTA) Jennifer Harris (ACC), Ash Tabb (Police), Lorraine
Johns (ECan); Darren Fidler (ECan), Sam Robertson (ECan)

Apologies:

Stephen Wright (CCC), Geoff Rhodes (ADC), Chris Gregory (KDC)

The meeting commenced at 10.05am
Summary of actions
Meeting

Action

Who

Status

9 August 2018

Environment Canterbury to look
across all local road safety action
plans to undertake a stocktake of
initiatives. Councils to provide
Environment Canterbury with
their plans.

All

In progress

9 August 2018

Invite representative from BECA
to the next meeting to talk about
work on identifying
improvements.

Lorraine Johns

In progress

9 August 2018

NZTA to report back to the Group
on how the Investment
Assessment Framework balances
travel time and safety benefits.

David Scarlett

In progress

1 November
2017

Future review into the Group’s
role - revise Terms of Reference
and continue work on practical
actions for RRSWG.

Environment
Canterbury, All

Terms of reference to
be considered in subgroup review.

11 May 2017

Revisit finalisation of the Road
Safety Implementation Plan.

All

To be considered after
sub-group review.

2 February 2017

Environment Canterbury to
coordinate an investigation into
the potential to engage a
consultant to work with the Group
and draft an intersection business
plan for the region.

Environment
Canterbury

On hold pending work
on speed management.
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1.

Welcome, introductions, apologies
Mayor David Ayers opened the meeting. Apologies were noted.

2.

Minutes of the previous meeting
The Minutes of the meeting held 3 May 2018 were confirmed. It was noted that a date
on page 2 of the minutes needed to be changed from 2016 to 2018, and that Daniel
Naude needed to be added to the apologies for that meeting.

3.

Update on GPS
•
•

•

•

4.

NZTA update on National Road Safety Strategy
•

5.

An update on the GPS was requested for this meeting, as the final GPS was
released on 28 June 2018.
The Government’s core priorities (safety and access) remain the same, and there
are no significant changes. An LGNZ summary of the changes is attached to the
accompanying paper.
The Government has announced a number of funding mechanisms including
Targeted Enhanced Funding Assistance Rates (Enhanced FARs). Some of the
details as to how these will apply is still in development. The Government has also
enabled Regional Fuel Tax Schemes (though not outside of Auckland until after 1
January 2021) and has established the Provincial Growth Fund.
Officers discussed whether Enhanced FARs might be applied to any safety
projects. Clip on cycle lanes for bridges between Christchurch and Hurunui were
being considered, as were the Wheels to Waipara project, the Selwyn District
Prebbleton intersection upgrades, and minor improvements for Timaru and
Christchurch City Council.

The development of the National Road Safety Strategy is being led by the Ministry
of Transport. NZTA is a key partner. Looking at the case for Vision Zero will be an
important part of this work. The Group will be kept updated as work progresses.

Improving road safety outcomes: Access to and analysis of road safety data in
Canterbury
•

•

•

Lorraine Johns recapped the issues with access to road safety data and analysis of
that data, noting a paper was attached summarising the issues identified to date
(both with access to information and more generally).
It was proposed that the next steps for this work take a more holistic approach and
focus on identifying the processes by which councils are developing and
implementing safety initiatives. There is a need to understand what is working well,
as well as the issues and limitations that councils are experiencing.
It was agreed the immediate next steps for this work would be for Environment
Canterbury to look across all local road safety action plans to undertake a
stocktake of initiatives. Future work could look at cataloguing the various
processes for identifying, developing and implementing interventions.
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6.

National Speed Management Plan (oral item)
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
7.

Update on Road Safety Action Plans (where plans are at, what themes are
coming through) (oral item)
•

•
•

•
•

8.

NZTA is developing a business case to look at resourcing this work.
NZTA is updating its Speed Maps to include crash data from 2017, and making
sure all roads are included in the reporting and updating the use of adjacent land.
The approach will be to identify the top 20% of roads which will most benefit from
speed management. NZTA is also looking at the collective risk.
There is also a focus on high risk rural roads and how they fit into this work. When
looking at reducing speed limits, we need to look at the surrounding areas.
A question was asked around how the Investment Assessment Framework
balances travel time and safety benefits. David Scarlett agreed to report back to
the Group on this.
Jennifer Harris provided an update on ACC’s action on motorcycle safety and
young drivers. A lot of resources are going into both areas and the focus is on
promoting training (evidence suggests this will be beneficial).
The Group discussed how a reduction in speed limits would be managed by
Policy. A 20km/hour decrease in the speed limit generally results in a 1012km/hour speed reduction – still an overall reduction but people are breaking the
law.
TSIG is meeting in August, and Lorraine can take questions to that forum.

Daniel Naude mentioned the traditional focus on the following three disciplines:
engineering, maintenance and travel time. The focus was on the small portion
breaking the rules. However, it is important to ensure people understand that just
because they follow the road rules and drive safely it does not mean they are safe
as there are numerous contributing factors to safety on roads.
Darren Fidler also raised a point about the focus being on reducing the severity of
crashes rather than the number per se.
Work is taking place in the Selwyn district to reduce all roads to a speed limit of
80km/hour. While most feedback received showed that people understood the
need for this reduction on narrower roads, they did not understand the need on
main roads due to the concern that their trip would take longer.
Evidence suggests that people do not understand the risks on the roads.
Mayor David Ayers suggested it would be worthwhile undertaking a study to see
how travel time was affected if the speed limit were reduced from 100 to 80
km/hour (perhaps in Waimakariri, Selwyn, and Timaru).

Update on research on attitudes to road safety (oral item)
•

Kathy updated the Group on the progress of this work, with presentations from
tendering companies to take place in August, and a decision expected in the same
month.
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9.

Update from Road Safety Co-ordinators Group (oral item)
•

10.

Daniel Naude provided an update from the Road Safety Co-ordinators Group. The
Group has been focusing on young drivers, intersection awareness, and assisting
ACC with their motorcycle campaign, Kickstart, which is starting in September.

All other business
• Thomas McNaughton recommended a representative from BECA be invited to the
next meeting to talk about work on identifying improvements.

Meeting closed at 11.54am, next meeting 18 October 2018
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Canterbury Regional Transport Committee
Agenda item

10.0

Date

6 September 2018

Author

Lorraine Johns,
Acting Programme Manager, Environment Canterbury

Transport Officers Group Report
Purpose
1.

To inform the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee (RTC) about the work of the
Transport Officers Group (TOG).

Role of the Transport Officers Group
2.

The role of TOG is to advise the RTC on technical and strategic regional transport
matters, and oversee, facilitate and coordinate the development of the Canterbury
Regional Land Transport Plan (RLTP) (including any variations).

Recommendations
That the Regional Transport Committee:
1.

Receives the Transport Officers Group Report.

Key Points
3.

TOG met on 9 August 2018, with the draft notes from this meeting appended to this
report. Items discussed at the meeting of concern and interest to the RTC include:
•

The need to gain further clarity from the NZ Transport Agency on how the criteria
for Targeted Enhanced Funding Assistance Rates apply.

•

Discussion on the new environmental impact priority in the GPS and what work
might be needed in Canterbury to support this government priority.
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Transport Officers Group (TOG) – draft notes
Date:

Thursday 9 August 2018

Time:

1.00pm – 3.00pm

Venue:

Selwyn District Council, 2 Norman Kirk Drive, Rolleston

Attendees:

Mike Jacobson (CCC), Yvonne Warner (WMK), Brian Fauth (ADC), David
Edge (HDC), Andrew Dixon (TDC), Steve Higgs (NZTA), Scott Mackenzie
(MDC), Andrew Mazey (SDC), Mike Blyleven (NZTA), Joanne McBride
(WMK) Rod Moffatt (Waimate DC), Darren Fidler (ECan), Lorraine Johns
(ECan, Chair), Sam Robertson (ECan).

Apologies:

Chris Gregory (KDC)

The meeting commenced at 1.10pm
Summary of outstanding actions
Meeting

Action

Who

Status

8 August 2018

Develop an issues register to record issues
identified by officers

Lorraine
Johns

In progress

8 August 2018

Members to email Lorraine Johns information
about potential uptake of Targeted Enhanced
Funding Assistance Rates and potential
applications to the Provincial Growth Fund.

Lorraine
Johns

Complete

3 August 2017

NZTA update on the Transport Agency
Investment Proposal / other key matters

NZTA

Standing item

1.

Welcome, introductions, apologies
Lorraine Johns opened the meeting. Apologies were noted.

2.

Minutes of the previous meeting
The Minutes of the meeting held 3 May 2018 were confirmed.

3.

Update on GPS on Land Transport 2018 and associated funding mechanisms
•

Lorraine Johns noted there were no substantial changes between the draft and
final Government Policy Statements on Land Transport, and the two core priorities
remain safety and access. Lorraine outlined the key funding mechanisms
announced by the Government.

•

Steve Higgs updated the Group on Targeted Enhanced Funding Assistance Rates
(Enhanced FARs), noting that the policy was still evolving. NZTA is concentrating
on finalising the National Land Transport Programme by the end of September.
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The focus is on incentivising investment in safety, public transport, cycling, walking,
and improving network resilience. The Group expressed a desire for written clarity
around the application of enhanced FARs.
4.

5.

6.

Freight mode shift project - update and discussion
•

Darren Fidler presented to the Group to outline work to date on the freight mode
shift project.

•

Stantec are developing a view as to what an optimal mode shift would look like,
drawing on a variety of information sources including stakeholder engagement
sessions. Stantec has started to explore case studies, and territorial authorities are
encouraged to suggest possible case studies and to participate in the project.
Stantec will be looking at a range of tools to incentivise change. The final report is
due by the end of the year.

•

The Group discussed whether New Zealand is too small to invest in multiple forms
of transport, and roading is important. David Edge indicated that there are two
modes of transport in Hurunui (road and rail), so there would be an opportunity to
use Hurunui as a case study. Another useful case study might be to compare
Fonterra’s rail crossing with Synlait choosing road for transporting milk.

Uptake of Targeted Enhanced Funding Assistance Rates
•

Lorraine Johns noted that Environment Canterbury has presented to the Chief
Executives Forum on funding mechanisms and opportunities and would report
again at a later date. A concern that could be raised in the future is whether there
is sufficient available resourcing/labour in the region to implement additional
investment. REG’s focus on collaboration in procurement was also discussed.

•

The next RTC meeting is on 6 September and the RTC needs to be briefed on
possible uptake of funding mechanisms. A round table took place where councils
discussed potential projects. It was agreed that councils would fill out a table
provided by Lorraine to outline current thinking for the RTC. There will also be a
need for officers to brief their members beforehand.

•

Lorraine will be attending the Transport Special Interest Group meeting in August.
The Group discussed specific questions to raise with NZTA at the meeting. These
included whether funds needed to be released for debt funded projects, whether
amenity funding would be possible, and whether low cost/low risk improvements
were eligible.

Discussion on the new environmental impact priority in the GPS
•

Environment is a core priority in the GPS. Lorraine Johns sought views on issues
and initiatives that could be considered at a regional level. It would also be useful
to begin to develop a shared understanding as to how councils are having regard
to environmental impact or advancing environmental goals when developing their
transport programmes.

•

The following areas were discussed as potential areas of regional focus:
o Dust on non-sealed roads – how to manage unsealed roads, especially as the
mitigations currently being undertaken are problematic (people use oil to
supress dust outside their properties)
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o
o
o
o
o
7.

RTC work programme update
•

8.

Taken as read.

Variations – NZTA (KiwiRail level crossings)
•

13.

TAIP has been reviewed over the last few months and items have been added in;
however, nothing has been taken out. It is still a draft at this stage as the State
Highway Improvements Programme (SHIP) is still being considered.

RTC draft agenda for 6 September 2018
•

12.

Item deferred until October meeting due to time constraints

NZTA Transport Agency Investment Proposal (TAIP) update (oral item)
•

11.

A process is needed to record issues identified by Group members. It was
suggested that a register is kept and issues could be emailed through to Lorraine
as they arise.

Information needs for business case/activity management planning – carried
over from last agenda
•

10.

Taken as read

Development of process for raising, recording and addressing transport-related
issues that need to be considered at a regional level – carried over from last
agenda (oral item)
•

9.

Stormwater – there are a number of legal obligations, and the cost of
treatment is huge
Noise mitigation
LEDs
Reduce bitumen emulsion and use water-based solvents
Electric vehicles - charging stations on rural networks.

Taken as read.

Any other business
•

No matters were raised.

Meeting closed at 3.06pm. Next meeting 18 October 2018
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Date

6 September 2018

Author

Lorraine Johns,
Acting Programme Manager,
Environment Canterbury

Endorsed by

Lorraine Johns,
Acting Programme Manager,
Environment Canterbury

Mark Weeds,
Principal Investment Advisor,
Central South Island, NZTA

Variation to Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan – KiwiRail
Level Crossing Improvements
Purpose
1. To amend the Regional Land Transport Plan (RLTP) pursuant to section 18D of the Land
Transport Management Act 2003 (LTMA) by adding the McMillan Street and Sawyers
Arms Road level crossing projects into the programme of activities for Selwyn District
Council and Christchurch City Council respectively.

Overview
2. The Regional Transport Committee (RTC) may prepare a variation to its RLTP during the
6 years to which it applies if the variation addresses an issue raised by a review; or good
reason exists for making the variation.
3. A variation may be prepared by the RTC at the request of an approved organisation or the
New Zealand Transport Agency or on the RTC’s own motion. The RTC must consider any
variation request promptly.
4. The provisions of LTMA that apply to the preparation of a full RLTP apply with the
necessary modifications to a variation of an RLTP. Consultation is not required for any
variation that is not deemed significant in the criteria set out in the RLTP or that arises
from the declaration or revocation of a State Highway.
5. The RTC may recommend that Environment Canterbury vary the RLTP. Final approval of
the variation rests with Environment Canterbury.

Recommendations
That the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee:
1. Notes that the following level crossing improvement activities are proposed
as a variation to the Regional Land Transport Plan:

RTC paper, September 2018
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a. Selwyn District Council: McMillan Street
b. Christchurch City Council: Sawyers Arms Road
2. Determines that the requested variation is not significant.
3. Agrees to vary the Regional Land Transport Plan by adding the proposed
activities to Appendix A ‘Activities included in the Canterbury Land
Transport Programme’.
4. Recommends this variation to Environment Canterbury.

Key points
6. The ownership and management of railway level crossing warning devices lies with
KiwiRail.
7. KiwiRail are undertaking a nationwide programme of work to improve safety at level
crossings. A front-loaded programme has been agreed with the New Zealand Transport
Agency for the 2018-21 National Land Transport Programme (NLTP) to a maximum level
of $500,000 per annum.
8. Within this agreed national programme, there are two sites in the Canterbury region:
• Selwyn District Council – McMillan Street $240,000 (2019/20). Scope allows for the
design, procurement and installation of half arm barriers at the road crossing. The
existing flashing lights and bells equipment will be replaced with new half arm barrier
equipment, including flashing lights and bells.
• Christchurch City Council – Sawyers Arms Road $10,000 (2020/21). This is to
complete a Level Crossing Safety Impact Assessment. The assessment will
calculate the level of risk at the crossing and recommend safety treatments
necessary to mitigate the risk to predefined acceptable levels.
9. The work will be completed under Work Category 321 “New Traffic Management Facilities”
with a 100% Funding Assistance Rate.
10. The projects are strongly aligned with the RLTP priority investment area of improving road
safety outcomes for all transport users.
11. National Land Transport Funding has been agreed by NZTA for the 2019/20 and 2020/21
financial years; however, the activities need to be added to the RLTP prior to being
included in the NLTP.
12. This variation will cost $250,000 in total and is not significant. Public consultation is not
required.
Attachments:
1. None
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